Development and psychometric analysis of the Duchenne muscular dystrophy Functional Ability Self-Assessment Tool (DMDSAT).
The objective of this study was to describe the development and initial psychometric analysis of the UK English version of the Duchenne muscular dystrophy Functional Ability Self-Assessment Tool (DMDSAT), a patient-reported outcome (PRO) scale designed to measure functional ability in patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD). Item selection was made by neuromuscular specialists and a Rasch analysis was performed to understand the psychometric properties of the DMDSAT. Instrument scores were also linked to cost of illness and health-related quality of life data. The administered version, completed by 186 UK patient-caregivers pairs, included eight items in four domains: Arm function, Mobility, Transfers, and Ventilation status. These items together successfully operationalized functional ability in DMD, with excellent targeting and reliability (Person Separation Index: 0.95; Cronbach's α: 0.93), stable item locations, and good fit to the Rasch model (mean person/item fit residual: -0.21/-0.44, SD: 0.32/1.28). Estimated item difficulty was in excellent agreement with clinical opinion (Spearman's ρ: 0.95) and instrument scores mapped well onto health economic outcomes. We show that the DMDSAT is a PRO instrument fit for purpose to measure functional ability in ambulant and non-ambulant patients with DMD. Rasch analysis augments clinical expertise in the development of robust rating scales.